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This book is my appreciation for my (Mom's) RIP, and sisters, and women in my Family; and for every woman on this planet whose value as women is real and unmatched. "Love yourself..."
Standards of Love...

Love according to your own capacity, and understanding. The love must be understood from the love point of view and the "One" who created us with that excellent quality. Never step outside your circle of love, trying to give what is not in your capacity. You will not continue in that way. Know, that your way of loving may be different from another person's way.

There are many degrees of love and showing it. Trying to love and show a love that is not fit for you, is like an orange trying to produce the contents of a lemon. The love we produce is prescribed for us and by which we find simplicity and a natural flow. First know love for what love is, and then apply it. We were all created from...
An Endless Love; Who is Endless in His Love. 

the love is stronger than others. The Love 
that is shown From you will be your "own standard"
which will in time elevate, when your understanding 
elevates, which will exalt and raise you to a more 
elevated Degree. 
Always know your 
own standard... 

"Diamonds"

in the 

...making...

IF you take a portion of a Diamond 
and Dipped it in water, it will still 
be a diamond; Also, if you take another 
diamond and dipped it in mud, it will 
still be a diamond. No matter what kind 
of Alteration you do to it, that will never 
remove the "inherent value" of the Diamond. 
Each women in their own way are Beautiful 
Diamonds, along with every particular Quality
A beautiful Diamond is the symbolic reference of the natural state of women whose value can not be measured. She is composed of many benefits. Her love is a benefit and her words is a benefit. The comfort that she provides is a great benefit. Her listening and smiles, and each individual quality are in its own way, priceless and special which is a beautiful treasure. Her love at times are so pure and profound that her companion is in a state of bewilderment, through his great insight and wisdom of this Divine Love and its many degrees. Everyone should treasure everything of a woman because she was made in a way that compliments and completes every man...

"Divine Splendor..."

A woman's beauty and enhanced composition, makes her one of the best and most dignified gifts that God has given to man, her wisdom, she is the reflection of the Divine Attributes.
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of Elegance and Profound Beauty.
There are proofs that exist in her,
there are also evidence of here many levels,
Levels of wisdom, insight, and many strengths.
It is through a woman's honorable existence,
that those on many levels of Intelligence, power,
wealth, goodness, loyalty, wisdom, patience, and love,
is all excellent virtues and proofs indicative
of her honorable existence, which (through her)
every person that is praised or Honors her...

"Two Perceptions..."

I used to in my youth fail folly and ignorance
see women as objects of sex with the concept of
hit it, Quit it, and Forget it.
That was my perception in the past.
Being incarcerated in my 22 yrs. taught
me the value and appreciation of women.
The Guy that's not showing the appreciation
towards women, see them differently.
Our perception is very different.
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Two men looking at one object, with two perceptions.

The proof is in the person's own words.

Their own actions, which is a portion of their character. This is self-evident.

One sees the women as a lustful object, from this perception he proceeds.

The other sees her as a compliment of him, with a mature understanding of the beauty within beauty; from this perception he proceeds.

His seeing is from an spiritual insight that the Creator endowed him with. He loves to entertain her as he entertains himself.

He loves to comfort her as he comforts himself.

He desires for her what he himself desires.

One "SEES" the superiority and proceeds accordingly;

And the other "SEES" the inferior, lowliness, and he proceeds accordingly.
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Wisdom of Love.

Life is filled with adversity on all sides. I had a talk with my cellie, about Divine Love. I said to him that I had to change the course of my perspective.

When a person loves someone and shows it that will take on a form that Delights the eye. Now, Divine Love is the same and it is different. I use to say to myself that the Creator Don't love me. I then came to know that my view on which I felt was totally wrong.

From a Divine Point of view love is covering me on all sides. Many trials and calamities, worries, deaths, sickness, tribulations are many kinds are Divine Expressions of love, in the form of wisdom. Forgiveness is being released from these calamities. The "CHAFF" is the Great Forgive, so we must understand (How).
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Once, we know this, then those hardships will become delights.

"THE Best Construction...

Making the inner Desires of love manifest itself outwardly, which is a confirmation of love. Always trying to assist, help, and encourage the object of love, is actually constructing the structure of love.

True love is unconditional. It is the delicate substance that brings about a beautiful change in a substance.

Love always promotes love.

Love tolerates its object of love, because of its unconditional nature.

Love seeks to destroy anything that's contrary.

Love don't hold long, extensive grudges.

Love is not based upon creed, color, race, gender, nationality, or distance.
True love only see the object of love.
Long Distance don't affect True love,
because, True love don't see any Distance.
That is truly a paramount love.
that Don't limit itself to nothing,
o no race, creed, gender, or nationality...

Matters of
...the Heart...

In Truth, the Heart matters.
we Don't have control over the matters of the Heart.
It is in our very nature to respond in kind to matters
of love, compassion, Kindness, and generosity.
It is through such Qualities, that bonds
are formed.
Being in prison makes us an easy prey to such actions.
These good Qualities that outsiders show us,
is what we Long For.
Dream of,
Hope For.
We lack and miss these Qualities.
Outsiders knowing this, capitalize
off of what we lack.
They know that
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they have a certain amount of measure
over us, because we're prisoners.
It's hard to fall in love,
because the loved ones,
will one day, choose not
to love us any more.

Wisdom
and
Forbearance...

Faith is composed of "Two Parts" which is,
Gratitude and patience.
Out of all the Divine blessings
we have is Faith in Him and
our firm understanding of it.
One recognizes all these favors
Comforts, honors, advancements
and show their gratitude for it.
For being and staying Devoted to
the "Source of All Those Favors."
Being obedient will be a source.
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of more blessings,
for being grateful.
Now, if one finds himself trapped
in any adversity,
they should observe patience.
Such patience is a protection
against any misfortune.
Expect it to be a blessing,
and rewarded.
Turning those discomforts
into comforts and bliss.
The Most High is with the patient ones.
The patient ones are blessed on both sides.
In good times and bad times.
Now this "Wisdom and Forbearance"
is not the outcome from themselves,
but is the part of the "Wisdom"
and Forbearance" of the Most High.
Who is the source of all goodness.
Wisdom is good and Forbearance.
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Endurance...

I've heard a brother on the gallery talking, and the one who was listening asked him about trials. The listener said, "If you believe you shall receive. That is when I asked them both out of respect, saying, that I've read some thing very interesting which pertains to the subject-matter.

It is about endurance."

And the nature of it.

The two guys said together, what is it?

Then, I said to them both.

There was a learned man who was asked about endurance.

The man stated:

It is putting a hot piece of iron in your hands, and your "expression".

Don't change.
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That is endurance.
Enduring everything patiently
Believing in the knowledge
that the Most High
is, and will always
be, Infinitely Good.
Believe this, and
let this be a provision
For your soul.

"Beauty
within
...Beauty...

As I was talking to my friend's mom,
I've asked her after receiving some photos,
saying, Do you think your beautiful?
After some hesitation, she said kind of.
Being who I am, I had to unfold some
measurements that is very profound.
I asked her was she devoted to her spouse?
She said yes.
And I asked, Do you take care of
Toby Maize
Her kids?
She said yes.
I said that is the Implicit beauty.
Beauty within beauty.
Keeping good relations
with your relatives are
forms of beauty,
but it is sometimes over looked
and not appreciated.
I asked here, Did you ever now
and then, say or hear some body
say the words "They have a ugly attitude?"
She again said yes.
Then what about the opposite?
She said, you have a point,
because the opposite of ugly
is beautiful...

"The THIEF"

A person who sees something valuable,
which is very attractiveness
Will try if he can't lawfully obtain it, try their best to employ illicit ways to get it. In this mentality, he love to invade, sneaking their way into others domain, with the intent to make people unhappy.

Anyone who stops, or prevents you from obtaining your goals, dreams, objectives is a thief.

Some thieves steal tangible things, other thieves steal the intangibles. Instead of motivating, encouraging, and being a source of inspiration, some people try to steal your spirit, rob you of your lofty ideals, and try to stop you from pursuing your goals. These are the Home invaders. Whose purpose it is to rob you of your inner potential and will.
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Stay strong and pursue your goals: let no one prevent or stop you, be it family, friends, or mates. You will never reach your fullest potentials if you don't strive your utmost. Strive, for the fruits of your exertion shall soon come in to sight...

My Burden's Light

Instead of letting my situation overwhelm me, I've made it my intent to overpower it. By turning it into a (more) light, that is very helpful to prevent others from falling into this same situation. The Most High has allowed me to understand and to embrace the light of Truth. Through that light, I find peace, Sakeenah; I am able to discern things clearly, with a honorable awareness. The Most High has purposed in the Qur'an that He
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He said to the Fire in which Abraham was in because he rejected the idols of his own people, the Fire was told to be cool and a means of safety for Abraham. He found favor and grace and was given a "light" by which he could know the source of all goodness and power, if the mercy of his Lord would not have reached him, he could not himself do any thing, so, His Lord said to the Fire: "O Fire be cool and a means of safety... Now, if the Most High would not have added the words "and a means of safety" the "coolness" would've frozen Abraham. (p. 17)
The Same One who provided
A means of safety for Abraham,
From the Fire, is the Same One,
who is able to make the "Fire of
Affliction, Adversity, Loneliness, the
Fire of depression, the Fire of
Feeling unloved, is able to give
me a means of safety from the
Fire of Adversity, and Depression...

"RAYS OF EXPERIENCE..."

Everyone goes through the vicissitudes of life,
so, this is when, and where we develop our
various strengths, in, my experience which
allows me to personally reform and motivate
myself and others. Being confronted with
struggle after struggle, pain after pain,
hardship after hardship, death after
dead, verily, we all will travel from stage
after stage, the similitude is like in
"Geometry," where the origins of an angle
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(9.18)
Where the point of intersecting is called the vortex and the lines that proceed out are termed rays, allowing me to use my experience with all its good and bad, with all my strengths, learning, growth, point of views. This is my vortex and the rays are my reaching out to others extending my best exhortation and helping them hoping that we could find a common ground, and our common origins is the point or vortex from where we derived of strengths and spirit. Our "mother's womb" is our origin. It is from there and through there that we all were created in Kalad, meaning, adversity, and struggles and hardship.
Life without parole is like a canopy that is hanging over me. I constantly pray and ask the Most High to guide me and give me the thigh wisdom, insight, and clarity to see my calamities in a way that delights my soul. And my prayers were granted. There is nothing that transpires but it is good for me, so if any good befalls me and I am grateful, then that will be good for me, and if a disaster, calamity strikes me and I am patient, that will also be a good thing for me. The Most High who is Al-Qadir: Infinite in His Power and love is where I put my trust.
To put my trust anywhere else, or put my faith in anything else, or find protection, and shelter, is like a spider, who builds itself a web, but the weakest web is the structure of its web. This is the parable of those who seek shelter with any other than the Most-High, is like a person who grabs and holds on to the web of a spider, assuming that they will be safe, the Most-High have power over the spider, the web, the person who is grabbing onto the spider's web, assuming to believe that it will be A stronghold. Think about it...

...Delicate Balance... We all want longevity in the good things and we all want a special
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companion to share these beautiful and spectacular bounties with, and one of the things I've come to know is that (longevity) is a Divine gift, and all it takes is the right person, with the right words, and right actions, to meet a person in (equal proportions) like in geometry where a supplementary angle is an angle whose sum equals 180°. Degrees, so, you need to find your 180° and include yours which is 180° which will produce a complete circle. The one— with corresponding utilities that is equally proportionate to yours, so, you can say, and do all the right things, by being a (prisoner) it is a (Delicate Balance).
which is like walking on a spider's web in the air and underneath you is  
A 1000 FT fall and across the web is the (heart) of the one you are pursuing,  
which is the one you are trying to please with your limited resources and overwhelming time, so we tread carefully,  
trying to maintain a real relationship while there is a canopy of time hanging over you, is like holding a flickering candle whose flame keep trying to go out and you trying your best to preserve the flame, all of this is going on while the wind is blowing furiously...
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...A Drop of Water....

As humans we sustain ourselves with provisions that keep the body right and strong, while in the prison system, this is also true, but what is more important and equally suitable is the mental provision and provisions of the soul. The soul sustains itself off of Tasbeeh, Tahleel, Takbir, Tahmeed. These are words of praise, purity, glorification towards our Maker. Who have created us to do this, and from this, the soul, nafs, rooh, receives its natural purpose, and nourishment which encourages it. One of the spiritual comforts for me is reminding myself of
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the comparisons of this world as compared to the Hereafter, the Akhira.
Along with all its joys and delights, wealth, and its beautiful and attractive adornments.
Is like a person who goes to the ocean and sticks his finger in the ocean; now, contemplate and ponder the "Drop of water," his finger brings back, as compared to the vastness of the ocean water.
"This pondering is a tool in helping me to "overcome" the adversities, hardships, and deaths after deaths in my family which I termed the Provisions of the Soul...
I've been in stateville only (16) months, and this cell house in "E-House" is considered the worst house. In Menard, where I previously transferred from and where I spent 18 1/2 yrs, since June 9, 1997, the West House is the equivalent to this house, we have been shot down already 4 times, awoken up at 4:00 a.m. and handcuffed to the back and marched head down to the chow hall for nine hours, while the Oregon crush a tactical unit dressed in orange tear through our cells like a category 4 hurricane.
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Dogs drooling every where.

"The results are consequences of the actions of others bring about this bad situation.

Degradation, humiliation, and shame.

Enjoining what is right and forbidding what is bad or wrong is a duty on us.

The parable of commanding what's right, and forbidding what's wrong is like a boat, with two levels, a top level, and a lower level, if the people on the top level don't stop the people on the lower level from making a hole in the bottom of the boat, which is going to sink into the oceans.

This is the consequences of -
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"Topics of Poetry"

1. Standards of Love
2. Diamonds in the Making
3. Divine Splendor
4. Two Perceptions
5. Wisdom of Love
6. Best Constructions
7. Matters of the Heart
8. Wisdom and Forbearance
9. Endurance
10. Beauty within Beauty
11. The Thief
12. My Burden's Light
13. Rays of Experience
14. The Weakest Structure
15. Delicate Balance
16. A Drop of Water
17. Treacle of the Boat.
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